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Present Simple

The Present Simple tense is the most basic tense in English 

and uses the base form of the verb (except for the verb be). 

The only change from the base is the addition of s for third 

person singular.



1- Affirmative sentence: sub+ V =

✓ -If we have single verb, we have to put S

✓ - If we have plural verb, we have not put S

2- Negative sentence: 

✓ -Sub +do not + V without any adding

✓ -Sub +does not + V without any adding

3- Question sentence: 

✓ -Do +V without any adding +?

✓ - Does V without any adding+?

Present simple







Simple Present Uses

USE 1 Repeated Actions

▪ Use the simple present to express the idea that an action 

is repeated or usual. 

▪ The action can be a habit, a hobby, a daily event, a 

scheduled event or something that often happens. 

▪ It can also be something a person often forgets or usually 

does not do.

Examples:

•I play tennis.

•She does not play tennis.

•Does he play tennis?

•The train leaves every morning at 8 AM.



USE 2 Facts or Generalizations

➢ The simple present can also indicate the speaker believes that a 

fact was true before, is true now, and will be true in the future. 

➢ It is not important if the speaker is correct about the fact. It is also 

used to make generalizations about people or things.

Examples:

•Cats like milk.

•Birds do not like milk.

•Do pigs like milk?

•California is in America.



USE 3 Scheduled Events in the Near Future

❖ Speakers occasionally use simple present to talk about 

scheduled events in the near future. 

❖ This is most commonly done when talking about public 

transportation, but it can be used with other scheduled 

events as well.

Examples:

•The train leaves tonight at 6 PM.

•The bus does not arrive at 11 AM, it arrives at 11 PM.

•When do we board the plane?

•The party starts at 8 o'clock.

•When does class begin tomorrow?



USE 4 Now (Non-Continuous Verbs)

• Speakers sometimes use the simple present to express the idea 

that an action is happening or is not happening now. 

• This can only be done with non-continuous verbs and 

certain mixed verbs.

Examples:

•I am here now.

•She is not here now.

•He needs help right now.

•He does not need help now.

•He has his passport in his hand.

https://www.englishpage.com/verbpage/types.html
https://www.englishpage.com/verbpage/types.html














Here are some simple present tense exercise questions and answers.
1.The sun ……. from the east and …... in the west. ( rise, set)
2.Students ……. the flag ceremony every Monday morning. (attend)
3.Covid-19 ….... from Wuhan, China. (originate)
4.Covid-19 …….. rapidly between humans. (spread)
5.Aisha always ……. the animated film on YouTube with his brother. (watch)
6.Umi ……. nastar cake in the kitchen, assisted by Aisyah. (make)
7.Children ….... basketball in the backyard. (play)
8.Abi …….. Aisyah's small broken fan in the warehouse. (fix)
9.We ….….. Grandparents in Bangsal Sari every Eid. (visit)
10.Akmal ……... to make animations in PowerPoint and illustrators. (like)
11.The government …….. anyone from gathering if it is not important. (prohibit)
12.The teachers …….... the practice of making teaching materials. (follow)
13.Baim Wong …….... many families in need. (help)
14.We always .......... masks when we go outside. (wear)
15.Ria always …….. her palms using a hand sanitizer after outside activities. (clean)
16.Many people ……... their lifestyle due to Covid-19. (change)
17.Akram always ........... 2 liters of water every day. (drink)
18.I …….... my English knowledge on this blog. (share)



Answers
1.The sun rises from the east and sets in the west.
2.Students attend the flag ceremony every Monday morning.
3.Covid-19 originates from Wuhan, China.
4.Covid-19 spreads rapidly between humans.
5.Aisha always watches the animated film on YouTube with his brother.
6.Umi makes nastar cake in the kitchen, assisted by Aisyah.
7.Children play basketball in the backyard.
8.Abi fixes Aisyah's small broken fan in the warehouse.
9.We visit Grandparents in Bangsal Sari every Eid.
10.Akmal likes to make animations in PowerPoint and illustrators.
11.The government prohibits anyone from gathering if it is not important.
12.The teachers follow the practice of making teaching materials.
13.Baim Wong helps many families in need.
14.We always wear masks when we go outside.
15.Ria always cleans her palms using a hand sanitizer after outside activities.
16.Many people change their lifestyle due to Covid-19.
17.Akram always drinks 2 liters of water every day.
18.I share my English knowledge on this blog.



Thank you


